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Abstract: The availability of road and vehicle data enables the control of road vehicles to adapt for
different road irregularities. Vision-based or stored road data inform the vehicle regarding the road
ahead and surface conditions. Due to these abilities, the vehicle can be controlled efficiently to deal
with different road irregularities in order to improve driving comfort and stability performances.
The present paper proposes an integration method for an intelligent, road-adaptive, semi-active
suspension control and cruise control system. The road-adaptive, semi-active suspension controller is
designed through the linear parameter-varying (LPV) method, and road adaptation is performed with
a road adaptivity algorithm that considers road irregularities and vehicle velocity. The road adaptivity
algorithm calculates a dedicated scheduling variable that modifies the operating mode of the LPV
controller. This modification of operation mode provides a trade-off between driving comfort and
vehicle stability performances. Regarding the cruise control, the velocity design of the vehicle is based
on the ISO 2631-1 standard, the created database, and the look-ahead road information. For each road
irregularity, the velocity of the vehicle is designed according to previous measurements and the table
of ISO 2631-1 standard. The comfort level must be selected in order to calculate dedicated velocity
for road irregularity. The designed velocity is tracked by the velocity-tracking controller evaluated
with the LPV control framework. The designed controllers are integrated, and the operation of the
integrated method is validated in a TruckSim simulation environment.

Keywords: linear parameter-varying (LPV); semi-active suspension control; cruise control; velocity
design; adaptive control; reconfigurable control; intelligent suspension system

1. Introduction

The chassis control of road vehicles is a hot topic in both industry and academia.
There are several important criteria for vehicles, including driving comfort, vehicle safety,
and stability. For this reason, vertical dynamics control has an important role in vehicle
technology, where vertical control is performed by controlling the vehicle’s suspension
system. The fundamental of a vehicle suspension system is to isolate the vehicle from
road irregularities in order to improve road holding and driving comfort characteristics [1].
It consists of three main elements, which are an elastic element, the damping element,
and several mechanical elements. The elastic element delivers a force to the suspension
while it carries the whole static load. This element is typically a coil spring. The damping
element is usually a shock absorber that delivers a dissipative force to the elongation speed.
The mechanical element group links the sprung body to the unsprung mass [2].
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The suspension systems can be classified into three main categories: passive, active,
and semi-active suspension. This classification depends on the damper force vs. damper
velocity diagram, which is shown in Figure 1. Semi-active suspension has great potential in
the automotive market due to its advantages compared to active and passive suspensions,
such as negligible power demand, improvement in vehicle performance, safety features,
and low weight and costs [2,3]. Thus, semi-active suspension is studied in this paper.
Controlled suspension systems are developed due to the lack of improvement in both
driving comfort and road holding together [4].

Figure 1. Force-piston velocity diagram of different kinds of ideal dampers.

The primary problem of the vehicle suspension design is to deal with conflicting
demands, such as high driving comfort, good road-holding features, and low suspension
working space [4]. In order to ensure good driving quality, the vehicle must be isolated from
road disturbances and irregularities. The vertical acceleration of the vehicle quantifies the
driving quality. Furthermore, ensuring road-holding performance is realized by considering
the tire loads [1]. Moreover, optimal driving comfort and road-holding performance should
be ensured while considering the allowable suspension working space of the vehicle [5].

Due to the high availability of measurement data of vehicles, the performances of
future vehicles can be improved. There are several different road conditions and irregulari-
ties which need to be considered during the design. Thus, the vehicle must be adaptive
to different road conditions and irregularities, in addition to altering velocities, in order
to ensure vertical and longitudinal comfort and road holding. For this reason, vertical
control is a key point in order to achieve road-holding performance with different road
irregularities, and the integration of the longitudinal dynamics of the vehicle into the
vertical control can also ensure driving comfort. The longitudinal dynamics of the vehicle
affect the vertical dynamics significantly, which can be observed by analyzing several data
and simulations where it was shown that the velocity of the vehicle changes the vertical dy-
namics dramatically. Therefore, an online, reconfigurable, adaptive, semi-active suspension
controller must be designed in order to ensure the road adaptivity of the vehicle. At the
same time, the cruise controller must also be designed and integrated into the semi-active
suspension control to ensure driving comfort and road-holding performance of the vehicle.

There are several control methods that deal with semi-active suspension control
in the literature, such as Skyhook [6,7], linear-quadratic control [8,9], model predictive
control [10,11], and H∞ control [12,13]. However, the real-time configuration is not possible
with the mentioned control methods. Due to the LPV framework, the controller can be
reconfigured online by changing a scheduling variable [14,15]. Thus, the LPV framework
has been used in this study.

Most of the adaptive preview control methods found in the literature, and in industry
practice as well, rely on camera-based road assessment, as detailed in [16]. In that paper,
adaptive Skyhook suspension was presented to adjust the vertical damping force of the
suspension in real time using machine-vision-based road data, showing great improvement
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over speed bumps. In order to avoid the additional cost of a camera-based system and to
gain information of various road distortions, some recent studies focused on exploiting
the possibilities using novel vehicle–cloud–vehicle (V2C2V) communication. For instance,
in [17], a method was proposed that uses cloud computing techniques to improve the ride
quality of the vehicle by selecting different damping modes for the semi-active suspen-
sion based on the forthcoming road profile. A comprehensive analysis of preview-based
techniques for vehicle suspension control has been performed; see [18].

The method in this paper has an advantage over previous methods by integrating
cruise control in the semi-active control process. Thanks to the LPV framework, the con-
troller can be reconfigured online by changing a scheduling variable [14,15]. For this reason,
the LPV framework was used in this study. Although some previous research [19] has
already aimed at integrating the longitudinal and vertical dynamics control in an LPV
framework, the present paper deals with different types of road irregularities, focusing on
more challenging road bumps and sine-sweep distortions.

A detailed literature review showed that the earlier proposed systems do not fo-
cus on the online reconfigurable road adaptivity by considering the cruise control and
vehicle velocity for different road irregularities. Due to this research gap and problem,
the new online, reconfigurable, adaptive, semi-active suspension controller must be inte-
grated into the look-ahead cruise control, where the road adaptivity is ensured with the
adaptivity method.

This paper is an extended version of the Mediterranean Conference on Control and
Automation (MED) 2022 article [20]. The novelties of the paper are the integration of
velocity designer and tracing control as a cruise controller and the performed extended
simulation of the proposed method. The database design is also introduced in this paper,
which was not in the previous paper, and an introduction section is provided.

This paper proposes a cruise control system. The design is based on the ISO 2631-1
standard, and the velocity is tracked with the proposed velocity-tracking controller that
was designed through an LPV framework. The adaptive semi-active suspension controller
was designed through the LPV method, where the scheduling variable enables one to
perform a trade-off between vehicle performances, which are vehicle stability and driving
comfort. Integration of these controllers makes the system intelligent and road-adaptive.
The integration was performed with a sensitive adaptivity algorithm that is based on the
designed database.

The article is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the modeling of the quarter-
car suspension and LPV control synthesis of the adaptive semi-active suspension control.
Section 3 introduces the cruise control system, where Section 3.1 presents the velocity design
based on the ISO 2631-1 standard and Section 3.2 proposes a velocity-tracking controller
through the LPV method. The road adaptivity algorithm, database design, and system
integration are shown in Section 4. The operation of the proposed method is demonstrated
and validated in Section 5, which was achieved in a TruckSim environment by integrating
real road data. Finally, concluding remarks are presented in Section 7.

2. Semi-Active Suspension Controller Design

In this section, the design of a semi-active suspension controller is introduced. This
design has already been proposed in [20], which is the basis of the design in this study.
The widely used control-oriented quarter-car model is applied in this study; the model is
shown in Figure 2. The dynamics of the actuator and semi-active suspension are described
in Equations (1) and (2).

ms z̈s + bs(żs − ˙zus) + ks(zs − zus) + Fmr = 0

mu ¨zus + bs( ˙zus − żs) + ks(zus − zr)+

ks(zus − zs)− Fmr = 0

(1)
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Ḟmr = −
1
τ

Fmr+
1
τ

u (2)

Here, sprung mass and unsprung mass are expressed by ms and mu, and the tire and
spring vertical stiffness are described as kt and ks. The time constant and shock absorber
damping rate are represented as τ and bs, respectively. Vertical displacements of unsprung
mass and sprung mass are expressed by zus and zs; the road disturbance derived from
road irregularities is represented as zr. The control input u is F, and the damper force
generated by the actuator is Fmr. The relationship between the damper force generated
by the actuator and control input is presented in (2). Table 1 shows the parameters of the
suspension model.

Figure 2. Control-oriented quarter-car model.

Table 1. Suspension parameters.

Parameters Front Rear Unit(Symbols) Suspension Suspension

sprung mass (ms) 214 336 kg
unsprung mass (mu) 40 40 kg

suspension stiffness (ks) 30 60 kN/m
tire stiffness (kt) 220 220 kN/m

damping (bs) 50 50 N/m/s
time constant (τ) 0.01 0.01 s

The components of the state vector x =
[
x1 x2 x3 x4 x5

]T are shown in The state

vector x is selected as x =
[
x1 x2 x3 x4 x5

]T ; see Equation (3).

x1 = zs

x2 = zus

x3 = żs

x4 = ˙zus

x5 = Fmr

(3)

Next, the state-space representation form must be written from the system given with
Equation (1) as follows:
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ẋ = Ax + B1w + B2u (4a)

z = C1x + D11w + D12u (4b)

y = C2x + D21w + D22u (4c)

Equation (1) is arranged to find matrices according to the measured signal, perfor-
mance vector components, and state-vector components. Depending on Equation (4),
the results are arranged, and the coefficients of the x, w, u are computed. The computed
coefficients give the matrices for the control design.

The unmodelled dynamics ∆ (‖∆‖∞ < 1) are presented as follows: |∆(ω1)| = 0.25 at
low frequencies and |∆(ω2)| = 1 at high frequencies.

The performance specifications are defined to achieve a trade-off between vehi-
cle stability and driving control, and damper force must also be minimized. The first
goal is enhancing the driving comfort by defining the following performance criterion:
z1 = z̈s → 0. Here, the vertical acceleration of the sprung mass is minimized. The second
goal is ensuring roll and pitch stability of the vehicle by minimizing the suspension deflec-
tion, z1 = z̈s → 0. The third goal is the minimization of tire deformation by the following
criterion: z3 = (zus − w)→ 0. This goal enhances the road holding of the vehicle. The last
goal is minimizing the damper force, z4 = F → 0. All the goals are put in a performance
vector z =

[
z1 z2 z3 z4

]T .
Figure 3 shows a closed-loop architecture with a weighting strategy, where G is quarter-

car, K is a designed semi-active suspension controller that is characterized by scheduling
variable ρ, zr is road disturbance, and y = q1 − q2 is measured output.

Figure 3. Closed-loop interconnection structure of semi-active suspension control.

The uncertainties of the vehicle model are considered by ∆ and the Wr weighting
function. Road disturbances and vehicle performances are represented by weighting
functions Wzr and Wp.

Performance weighting functions aim to keep the tire deflection (Wpt ), suspension
deflection (Wpd ), control input (Wpu ), and sprung mass acceleration (Wpa ) small over the
required frequency range. The driving comfort is expressed by Wpa, and the road holding
and safety performance of the vehicle are represented by Wpd and Wpt .

The performance weighting functions are designed by ensuring the trade-off between
performances. The scheduling variable ρ ∈ [0.01, 0.99] is characterized the weighting
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functions Wpt , Wpa , and Wpd in order to specify the significance of one of the performances
for the incoming road conditions. The weighting functions are given as follows:

Wpa = ρ
α1s + 1
T1s + 1

(5a)

Wpd = (1− ρ)
α2s + 1
T2s + 1

(5b)

Wpt = (1− ρ)
α3s + 1
T3s + 1

(5c)

where T1,2,3 and α1,2,3 are designed parameters. The other weighting functions do not
contain scheduling variables, and they are of a linear form.

An LPV controller has been designed in a manner such that closed-loop quadratic
stability is ensured, while at the same time the induced L2 norm from the disturbance ω
to the performance vector z is smaller than the value γ; see [21]. Hence, the disturbance
attenuation problem is formalized as follows:

inf
K

sup
$∈FP

sup
‖w‖2 6=0,w∈L2

‖z‖2
‖w‖2

≤ γ (6)

The solution of the parameter-varying control design problem is governed by the set
of infinite-dimensional LMIs which is satisfied for all ρ ∈ FP ; thus, the problem is convex.
The LPV problem is arranged by gridding the parameter space, then solving the set of
linear matrix inequalities that hold for the subset of FP , as detailed in [22]. The controller
that settles the LPV γ-performance problem can be specified as the feasibility of a set of
the linear matrix inequalities that can be solved numerically. The closed-loop system is
exponentially stable, if there is an X(ρ) > 0 satisfying the following LMIs for all ρ, where
xTX(ρ)x is a parameter-dependent Lyapunov function for the closed-loop system; see [23].AT

clX + XAT
cl + d/dt(X) XCcl γ−1CT

BT
clX −I γ−1DT

cl
γ−1Ccl γ−1Dcl −I.


In the designed reconfigurable LPV controller, ρ = 0.01 stands, where the road

holding and stability performance of the vehicle are preferred, whereas the driving comfort
is considered by ρ = 0.99. The combination of performance is ensured if the scheduling
variable is between the edge values.

3. Integrated Cruise Control Design

This section describes the integrated cruise control, where the velocity design is
based on the ISO 2631-1 standard and the tracking controller was designed through the
LPV method.

3.1. Velocity Design

Velocity design is a key objective for improving driving comfort and road-holding
performances for vehicles. In order to improve vehicle performance, the velocity of the
vehicle must differ for different road irregularities. Vehicles should not be operated at
high velocities over challenging road irregularities, as they can cause physical harm to
the vehicle chassis and affects passenger comfort. For this reason, the velocity must be
designed based on the road information in order to increase vehicle performance.

In this study, four road irregularities were used in order to validate the proposed
method. These road irregularities are called road profiles in this study. These road irregu-
larities are shown in Figure 4. The road profiles are listed below:

1. Road I: Sine-sweep road irregularity.
2. Road II: 10 cm bumps irregularity.
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3. Road III: Several bumps.
4. Road IV: 5 cm bump.

The database was designed with several simulations, where different road profiles and
vehicle velocities were simulated. The scheduling variable ρ was selected to be 0.01 due to
considering the worst-case scenario to ensure vehicle stability. Please note that ρ = 0.01
stands for road holding or vehicle stability performance. Part of the simulation results are
listed in Table 2 and Figure 5, whose data were interpolated into the database. The root
mean square (RMS) value of each velocity was stored in the database. Please note that these
data are different from the data that were used in order to design the scheduling variable
that ensures road adaptivity.

Figure 4. Road irregularities.

The filter (7) was applied to the sprung mass acceleration in order to characterize
human comfort [24].

WISO(s) =
81.89s3 + 796.6s2 + 1937s + 0.1446
s4 + 80s3 + 2264s2 + 7172s + 21196

(7)

Table 2. Data stored in the database.

Velocity (km/h) Vertical Acceleration (RMS)
Road I Road II Road III Road IV

10 0.0465 0.3006 0.4325 0.1496
20 0.2736 0.9663 1.0317 0.3275
30 0.9617 1.5678 1.2484 0.491
40 1.2809 2.5508 1.5097 0.7937
50 1.701 2.1006 2.0002 0.8654
60 1.9061 2.573 2.6512 1.0931
70 2.9031 3.2281 3.0721 1.1052
80 2.9082 3.5951 3.8078 1.8764
90 2.9018 5.3409 4.1993 1.4656

100 2.9448 5.6233 4.3045 2.0262
110 3.6254 6.2046 8.5676 2.3574
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Figure 5. FWVM values of road profiles at different velocities.

The comfort-oriented driving analysis can be performed with the ISO 2631-1 standard
for different road profiles and velocities. Table 3 shows frequency-weighted vibration
magnitude (FWVM) and its likely changes in public transportation. The FWVM value is
calculated by Equation (13). Acceptable values of vibration magnitude for comfort depend
on many factors, which vary with each application. These FWVM values give approximate
indications of likely reactions to various magnitudes of overall vibration total values in
transport. The reactions depend on a passengers’ expectations regarding the duration of
the trip, the types of activities expected to be accomplished by passengers, etc. [25].

Table 3. ISO 2631-1:1997, magnitudes of overall vibration [25].

Frequency-Weighted Vibration Magnitude (FWVM) Likely Reaction in Public Transport

Less than 0.315 m/s2 Not uncomfortable
0.315–0.63 m/s2 A little uncomfortable
0.5–1 m/s2 Fairly uncomfortable
0.8–1.6 m/s2 Uncomfortable
1.25–2.5 m/s2 Very uncomfortable
Greater than 2 m/s2 Extremely uncomfortable

In Table 2, the comfort level was selected to be below “uncomfortable” for public
transport. For this reason, the comfort limit was 1.6 m/s2, and below this limit, the velocity
for dedicated road irregularity was calculated according to the database. The velocity and
vertical acceleration RMS values were stored in the database under the selected comfort
limit, and the maximum interpolated velocity was selected as a designed velocity.

The vehicle velocity must be feasible, which means that if the speed limit of the road is
70 km/h, then the vehicle cannot decelerate instantly to 20 km/h. Thus, this feasibility must
also be considered in the design of velocity and selection of the comfort limit. The designed
velocities are listed in Table 4. Please note that the calculated velocity was 76.42 km/h
for road IV, but due to the 70 km/h speed limit, a dedicated velocity was selected as the
velocity limit value.

Table 4. Road profile data.

Road Profile Location [m] Velocity [km/h] ρ

1 Road IV 150 70 0.1758
2 Road II 400 30.33 0.1838
3 Road III 600 41.84 0.99
4 Road I 800 47.6 0.9367
5 Road IV 1000 70 0.1758
6 Road II 1200 30.33 0.1838
7 Road II 1800 30.33 0.1838
8 Road IV 2300 70 0.1758
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3.2. Velocity Controller Design

The longitudinal dynamics of the vehicle are introduced and the design of the velocity-
tracking controller is explained in this section.

First, the longitudinal dynamics of the vehicle are formulated for designing the
velocity-tracking controller:

mξ̈ = Fl − Fd (8)

where the mass of the vehicle is expressed as m, and ξ is the displacement. Longitudinal
force is presented as Fl , and disturbance force is presented as Fd.

The definition of disturbance force is the sum of the drag disturbance, rolling distur-
bance, and road slope disturbance: Fd = Fd1 + Fd2 + Fd3. The drag disturbances depend on
the frontal area of the vehicle AF, drag coefficient Cd, wind velocity w, velocity ξ̇, and air
density $. The wind velocity is negative for a tailwind and positive for a headwind.

Fd1 = 0.5Cd$AF(ξ̇ + w)2 (9)

A rolling resistance is the function of road surface coefficient f , vehicle mass, and road
slope angle α:

Fd2 = mg f cos(α) (10)

The disturbance hailing from the road slope:

Fd3 = mgsin(α) (11)

For the next step, the longitudinal motion equation of vehicle (8) must be transformed
into the state-space representation form that is shown in (12).

ẋ =

[
0 1
0 0

]
x +

[
0
− 1

m

]
w +

[
0
1
m

]
u

y =
[
0 1

]
x

(12)

The state vector x = [ξ, ξ̇]T contains the longitudinal velocity and displacement.
The control input of the system is longitudinal force u = Fl , and the measured output of
the system is the velocity of vehicle y = ξ̇. The disturbance of the system is w = Fd.

Following the reference velocity is the first task of the vehicle. This criterion is for-
malized as follows: z1 = [ξ̇re f − ξ̇], where the optimization criterion: z1 → 0. Moreover,
actuator saturation must also be avoided. The maximal forces of the braking and driveline
systems are determined by their physical construction limits. The consideration of these
limits is also necessary with the following formulation: z2 = Fl .

Figure 6 shows the velocity-tracking controller that is founded on a weighting strategy
formulated through a closed-loop architecture. Here, the longitudinal vehicle model is
expressed as Gv, and K is the designed LPV controller characterized with ρvel , which is
responsible for control reconfiguration. The measurement noise, performance output, and
control input of the actuator are represented as n, z, and u, respectively. The role of the
scheduling variable in this controller aims to configure the sensitivity of velocity tracking,
and it is used as the constant ρv = 1 in this study. The weighting function of disturbance
and sensor noises are expressed by Wdist and Wn, respectively. The weighting function for
the actuator is Wact, and performance criteria are represented with Wp.
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Figure 6. Closed-loop interconnection structure of velocity tracking.

4. Road Adaptivity and System Integration

In this section, the road adaptability algorithm is proposed with the integration of the
system. First, database design is introduced briefly, and then scheduling variable design is
explained. Finally, system integration is proposed with all controllers and adaptivity methods.

4.1. Database Design

The previous measurements or available data related to vehicle dynamics and road
conditions have a significant role in the study in order to propose the adaptivity method
for the integration of velocity and adaptive semi-active suspension control. These measure-
ments or available data must be stored in a database to use at a dedicated time. For this
reason, the database has been designed to use with the adaptivity method. In this study,
the detection or estimation of road model and irregularity is not in the focus; thus, the po-
sition information of road irregularities is stored in the database. The data collection
architecture is shown in Figure 7.

The data are collected by the onboard unit of the vehicle with multiple sensors (GPS,
acceleration, tire deformation, velocity). The collected data are listed below, and these
collected data are gathered and stored in a database:

• Vertical acceleration;
• Tire deformation;
• Velocity;
• Position.

Several sensors are used for measurement: acceleration sensor, tire deformation sensor,
velocity sensor, and GPS. A tire deformation sensor is not common or easily accessible,
and there are several methods and studies to design the sensor that measures the tire
deformation [26,27].

The calculations of the root mean square (RMS) values of performances are found below:

Pva =

√
1
Ta

∫ Ta

0
a2(t)dt

P td =

√
1
Tt

∫ Tt

0
td

2(t)dt

(13)
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where a(t) and td(t) are time-weighted acceleration and tire deformation, respectively; and
Tt and Ta are the numbers of tire deformation and acceleration values.

The normalized vertical acceleration and tire deformation values are calculated
as follows:

ζk
i,j =

P k
i,j

P k
max

(14)

where ζ is the normalized value; the RMS of the performance is P ; k ∈ [va, td], where td is
the tire deformation and va is the vertical acceleration performance; i is the road type; j is
the velocity of the vehicle.

Figure 7. Data collection.

4.2. Scheduling Variable Design

The scheduling variable can be changed in real time, and thanks to the LPV method,
the controller’s behavior can be modified by changing this variable. The road adaptivity is
performed by designing the scheduling variable for each velocity and road irregularity.

The scheduling variable is designed in two steps. In the first step, performance index
Υ is found. The second step contains the calculation of a shifting index κ depending on κ
and Υ; a scheduling variable ρ is found.

In the first step, it is necessary to compare performance results in the road profile and
the corresponding velocity in the database. For this reason, the normalized value of RMS
values of vertical acceleration and tire deformation was calculated and stored in a database.

The comparison of these normalized values gives importance to one of these perfor-
mances. In the case of the normalized value of tire deformation, ζtd is greater than the
normalized value of vertical acceleration ζva, the focus should be tire deformation, and this
performance must be minimized by choosing Υ = 0. In the case of the normalized value
of vertical acceleration ζva being greater than the normalized value of tire deformation ζtd,
the focus should be vertical acceleration, and this performance must be minimized by
choosing Υ = 1. If the normalized values are equal each other, then Υ is selected as 0.5.
The selection procedure of the performance index is shown in (15).

Υ =


0, if ζtd > ζva

1, if ζtd < ζva

0.5, if ζtd = ζva

(15)

The shifting index describes the distance of the scheduling variable from its middle
range, which is 0.5. In the next step, shifting index κ is found according to the rate index χ
that is calculated by the average rate between the normalized value of tire deformation
and vertical acceleration in the database, and it was taken as two according to data in
the database. The reason for the selection of the rate index as two is that if the rate of
the corresponding normalized performance value is greater than two, κ is 0.5. Here, κ
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cannot be greater than 0.5 because of limitation of scheduling variable (ρ ∈ [0.01, 0.99]).
The calculation of the shifting index is shown in Equation (16).

κ =



0.5, if ζtd

ζva ∨ ζva

ζtd >= χ

ζtd

ζva 0.25, if ζtd > ζva

ζva

ζtd 0.25, if ζva > ζtd

(16)

Finally, the scheduling variable is calculated based on the results of vehicle’s perfor-
mance in the corresponding velocity and road profiles, performance index, and shifting
index. It is handled by Equation (17).

ρ =


0.5− κ, if Υ = 0

0.5 + κ, if Υ = 1

0.5, if Υ = 0.5

(17)

4.3. System Integration

The system’s architecture is depicted in Figure 8. The velocity-tracking controller and
semi-active suspension controller were designed and integrated into Simulink. The Truck-
Sim simulation environment was integrated into Simulink. Velocity, GPS, route, and suspen-
sion deflection of the vehicle were gathered from TruckSim to Simulink. The GPS&Route
information was stored in a database, and this database was used in cruise control and for
the road adaptivity algorithm. Velocity was designed with look-ahead road information,
and designed velocity was tracked by an LPV velocity-tracking controller. It calculates
the longitudinal force for each tire. The road adaptivity algorithm finds the dedicated
scheduling variable for each velocity and road irregularity. The semi-active suspension
controller calculates the vertical damper forces for each corner of the vehicle by using
scheduling variables and measured output suspension deflection.

Figure 8. System architecture.
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5. Simulation Results and Analysis

For simulation purposes, a compact utility truck was selected due to its independent
front and rear semi-active suspension. Note that for heavy duty trucks having rigid front
and rear axles or multiple wheel setups, the proposed quarter car-based controller design is
not applicable. With the modification of the baseline vehicle model, it is possible to design
a semi-active damper controller with a similar method considering road disturbances and
velocity; however, due to the significantly changing payload, comfort requirements are
generally met by the use of seat suspension systems [28].

The simulation route is the Hungarian highway (Gyöngyös–Kápolna) based on real
geographical data; see Figure 9. The simulation rouse was implemented in a TruckSim
environment. The speed limit of the simulation route was 70 km/h. The designed velocity,
designed scheduling variable, road irregularities, and their locations are shown in Table 4.
The four road irregularities were used in eight locations of the simulation road.

Figure 9. Simulation route.

There are two simulations that were performed in order to demonstrate the effective-
ness of the proposed method.

1. Simulation 1: Utility truck with semi-active suspension, scheduling variable, and
vehicle velocity as constants.

2. Simulation 2: Utility truck with adaptive semi-active suspension, scheduling variable,
and velocity varying depending on the road irregularity.

The designed velocity is depicted in Figure 10, and the designed scheduling variable
is shown in Figure 11. The performance results are depicted with their dedicated figures,
and the RMS values of improvement on performances are shown in Table 5. Here, the over-
all value is the average of each corner of the vehicle. The f L is front-left corner, f R is the
front-right corner, rL is the rear-left corner, and rR is the rear-right corner of the vehicle.

Figure 10. Velocity profile of the vehicle.
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Figure 11. Designed scheduled variable.

Table 5. Performance improvement with an adaptive method.

Performance Non-Adaptive Adaptive

Vertical Acceleration 0.8476 0.8307

Lateral Acceleration 0.5230 0.4855

Suspension Deflection

fL 0.0301 0.0309
fR 0.0293 0.0242
rL 0.0273 0.0224
rR 0.0273 0.0298

Overall 0.0258 0.0268

Tire Deformation

fL 0.0065 0.0061
fR 0.0049 0.0043
rL 0.0060 0.0046
rR 0.0059 0.0057

Overall 0.0058 0.0052

Control Force

fL 516.81 498.36
fR 529.57 344.50
rL 811.35 608.90
rR 811.64 813.00

Overall 667.34 566.19

The driving comfort performance is represented by the vertical acceleration of the
vehicle. Although lateral acceleration is not a performance in the controller design, it also
represents driving comfort. Figure 12 shows both the vertical and lateral acceleration of
vehicles in several road irregularities. It is well demonstrated that the accelerations were
improved with the proposed adaptivity method. The performance improvement is different
for each road irregularity. The greatest improvement was in the second road irregularity,
which was 10 cm bumps and located in 400 m, and minor improvement occurred in 5 cm
bumps because of their small value. In all irregularities, the adaptive method had smaller
acceleration values except the sine-sweep irregularity, and the RMS of accelerations for
each irregularity is smaller for the proposed method. The improvements in both vertical
and lateral accelerations are also depicted in Table 5.

The second performance consideration is tire deformation, and it shows the contact
between the tire and the road surface. For this reason, this is represented as a road-holding
performance. The adaptive method decreased the tire deformation value significantly.
The front-left tire deformation had a smaller change in the sine-sweep irregularity, and the
most significant improvement was in the several-bumps irregularity. This performance
improvement is depicted in Figure 13. The significant improvement can be depicted in the
rL tire, and overall improvement was around 10%.
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Figure 12. Vertical and lateral accelerations.

Figure 13. Tire deformation: non-adaptive (top) and adaptive (bottom).

The next performance consideration was vehicle stability, which is presented as a
suspension deflection. Vertical deflection between sprung and unsprung masses gives
the stability performance of the vehicle. Overall, the suspension deflection performance
was improved, though this improvement was not the same for each road irregularity due
to the trade-off that is ensured by the scheduling variable. The results of the suspension
deflection are shown in Figure 14. The significant improvements were for the sine-sweep
road irregularity and several bumps at 600 and 800 m, respectively. Improvements at other
locations were not that large due to the improvement in driving comfort performance.
The overall improvement in the suspension deflection was negative; it can be said that
there was no overall improvement in suspension deflection, whereas the improvement
could be observed on f R and rL suspension.

The last performance consideration in the control synthesis is minimizing the control
force. For this reason, it is expected that control forces will be reduced with the adaptive
method. Despite other performance considerations, the control force weighting function
does not contain the scheduling variable; thus, the control forces are minimized with the
proposed controller compared to the uncontrolled suspension. The reason why control
force is minimized in the adaptive method is an improvement in other performances. This
performance is depicted in Figure 15, where we can see the actuated forces were reduced
with an adaptive method. It is well shown that the controller forces were decreased
for each road irregularity. The biggest reduction was for the 10 cm bumps irregularity.
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The overall improvement in the control force was nearly 15%, whereas the most significant
improvement was the rL damper force with nearly 25%.

Figure 14. Suspension deflection: non-adaptive (top) and adaptive (bottom).

Figure 15. Control forces: non-adaptive (top) and adaptive (bottom).

6. Discussion

Several research papers were analyzed in order to find a gap in the adaptive semi-
active suspension controller, and this detailed literature review showed that a road-adaptive
semi-active suspension controller with an integrated cruise controller had not been studied
before with a road database. The problem was stated as the current available semi-active
suspension systems not being adaptive for different road irregularities or integrating cruise
control. The solution to this problem was proposed as designing an online, reconfigurable,
road-adaptive, semi-active suspension controller; then, we designed a velocity-focused and
velocity-tracking controller. Integration of an adaptive semi-active suspension controller
into the integrated cruise control with the road adaptivity method finalizes the solution to
the stated problem. The simulation results were analyzed, and these results demonstrated
that the adaptive method improved the performances of vehicles with different road
irregularities and vehicle velocities.

7. Conclusions

This article introduced the integration of cruise control and an intelligent road-adaptive
semi-active suspension control system. The intelligent semi-active suspension controller
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and velocity-tracking controller were designed through the LPV method, and road adapta-
tion was performed with a road adaptivity algorithm that considers road irregularities and
vehicle velocity. The road adaptivity algorithm calculates the dedicated scheduling variable
that modifies the behavior of the LPV controller. This behavior of operation mode provides
a trade-off between driving comfort and vehicle stability performance. The cruise control
part contains a velocity design and tracking controller. The velocity design is based on the
ISO 2631-1 standard, the created database, and look-ahead road information. The com-
fort level must be selected in order to calculate dedicated velocity for road irregularity.
The velocity was tracked with a velocity-tracking controller, the designed controllers were
integrated, and the operation of the integrated method was validated by real geographical
road data that were integrated into a TruckSim simulation environment. In the 2500 m
simulation route, eight locations with four different road irregularities were simulated. The
results show that the introduced adaptive control method improved vehicles’ performances
by ensuring the trade-off between performances.
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